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ABSTRACT
High pressure compressors are commonly equipped with honeycomb seal on the balance piston, as an effective mean to improve
the rotordynamic stability of the system. The gas leakage flow across the honeycomb seal clearance develops significant stiffness and
damping effects, that have been extensively studied and experimentally measured in the past.
When the differential pressure across the honeycomb seal is very high, the magnitude of the stiffness and damping synchronous
coefficients associated to the seal may become comparable to those of the journal bearings. These additional coefficients cause
significant variations of the rotordynamic behavior of the compressor with respect to the no-load case, altering the frequency,
amplification factor and mode shape of the natural modes of the system. This has a direct impact on the radial vibrations of the rotor
that needs to be evaluated during the design phase of the machine.
The present study describes the above mentioned aerodynamic effects, analyzing their impact on compressor rotordynamics as well
as their dependence on influencing parameters such as the stiffness ratio between honeycomb seal and journal bearings. The analysis
is supported by experimental data measured on two high pressure compressors (550 bar final discharge) with similar geometry and
operating conditions but different journal bearing configuration. Conclusions include some recommendations about the design of the
honeycomb seal and of the journal bearings, based on the outcome of the analysis and on the presented experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Rotor-stator seals and rotordynamic stability
The flowpath portion of a centrifugal compressor is equipped with a set of gas annular seals to minimize the flow recirculation
between compression stages, which has a significant impact on the overall efficiency of the compressor. Labyrinth seals are most
commonly applied on impellers, spacers and balance drums. Starting from several decades ago (Wachel, 1975), studies showed that
the aerodynamic effects associated to these seals may generate destabilizing effects on the rotor, basically due to the rotation of the
annular gas volume enclosed between the seal and rotor surfaces.
A radial displacement r of the rotor from the seal axis is associated to a reaction force F due to the interaction with the gas volume;
this behavior is modeled in Equation (1), with the aid of a stiffness matrix [K] and a damping matrix [C] assumed to be skewsymmetric (for a detailed presentation of such a model see for example Muszynska, 2005, p.232). x and y are the horizontal and
vertical components of the rotor radial displacement r.
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The stiffness and damping coefficients are related to the gas properties and to the geometrical constraints imposed by the seal and
rotor surfaces, and are strongly frequency dependent (Kleynhans and Childs, 1997; Childs and Wade, 2004). A radial displacement of
the shaft ‘pushes’ the gas molecules in front of it, and this transmission of motion is neither instantaneous nor frictionless; the shaft
therefore experiences a resistance along the direction of the displacement (direct stiffness K) and a partial dissipation of its kinetic
energy by viscous friction (direct damping C). If the gas is rotating in the plane X, Y then also cross-coupled coefficients k and c are
generated; the representation of Fig. 1 can help to visualize their physical meaning.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 1. 2-D schematic view of the annular gap between rotor and seal: (a) no offset (zero-amplitude precession orbit); (b) shaft
rotating at speed  and orbiting at speed ; (c) gas volume rotating at average velocity v/R lower than : the shaft "pushes forward"
the gas; (d) gas volume rotating at average velocity v/R higher than : the shaft is "pushed" by the gas along its orbit.
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The sketch in Fig.1a represents a shaft with radius R rotating around its axis with angular velocity , inside a seal with inner radius
R+h. In Fig.1b the shaft is also revolving around a vibration axis, with angular velocity . A forward whirl orbit is assumed, i.e., 
and  have the same sign. Due to the shaft radial displacement r, the seal clearance is not uniformly equal to h but has a minimum
section, where the clearance is h-r; the angular position of this minimum section changes with the same precession velocity  of the
shaft orbit. The parameter  is defined as the ratio between the angular velocity G of the gas in the seal clearance and the precession
velocity :

 = G / 

(2)

Two main scenarios are possible depending on the value of :
 < 1 The gas is rotating slower than the shaft orbit; this means that the shaft has to 'push' the gas tangentially as a consequence of
its radial displacement, as shown in Fig.1c. The cross-coupled coefficients k and c represent this situation: if the shaft moves along the
x axis, thus reducing the seal clearance in that direction, it is subject to a force in the y direction, caused by the resistance of the gas. A
part of the shaft’s kinetic energy is transferred to the gas, and another part is lost through friction losses. Therefore the gas has a
stabilizing effect on the rotor, subtracting energy from its vibration.
 > 1 The gas is rotating faster than the shaft orbit (Fig.1d), so the shaft is pushed along the tangential direction by the gas. Here
the shaft is gaining kinetic energy, therefore the effect is destabilizing.
Effective means of reducing  at the inlet of rotor-stator seals include the application of shunt holes (Memmott, 1994) and swirl
brakes (Iwatsubo and Iwasaki, 2002) to decrease the tangential gas velocity G.
The dynamic stiffness of a simplified (concentrated-parameters) system described by Equation (1) results from a sum of vectors
that is graphically represented in Figure 2. The vibration amplitude of the rotor is equal to the exciting force F divided by Kdyn,
therefore the dynamic stiffness of the system needs to be maximized in order to improve the rotordynamic behavior of the compressor.
The condition of rotordynamic instability corresponds to Kdyn approaching zero.
The vector plot clearly shows the contribution of each stiffness and damping coefficient to the overall dynamic stiffness. Increasing
the direct coefficients K and C results in an increase of Kdyn, while increasing the cross-coupled stiffness k and the swirl parameter 
has the effect of reducing Kdyn.

Figure 2. Vector diagram showing the components of the dynamic stiffness Kdyn. The diagram is referred to direction x; the analogous
diagram referred to axis y is tiled by 90° and is obtained by swapping all the indices x and y.
Basing on the above considerations, a rotor-stator seal should be characterized by high K, C, c and low k,  to minimize rotor
vibrations, with particular reference to the synchronous coefficients (since most rotor exciting forces, and namely the residual
unbalance, are synchronous with the rotating speed). Extending the analysis to include all the effects on the rotordynamic behavior of
the compressors, this wish list can be further refined: while a high damping is positive under all points of view, a high direct stiffness
can significantly alter the critical speeds of the rotor, in terms of frequency and mode shape. If the value of K is function of the
operating conditions, this variability could have undesired effects. For example, one or more critical speed peaks may shift inside the
operating speed range; even worse, a significant change of mode shape might lead to high vibrations due to rotor unbalance: the set of
masses applied to the rotor during a high speed balancing can become less effective in reducing its vibrations if the mode shape is
altered, and ultimately might cause an increase of vibrations. For this reason the ideal seal would have coefficients C, c as high as
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possible and k,  as low as possible, while K should be as high as possible to increase the dynamic stiffness without causing
significant alterations of the rotordynamic of the system.
Damper seals were introduced to enhance the rotordynamic stability of centrifugal compressors, by achieving one or more of the
purposes listed above (Moore et al., 2002). This term is commonly referred to several kinds of devices, including honeycomb seals
(Memmott, 1994; Zeidan et al., 1993), hole pattern seals (Yu and Childs, 1998), pocket seals (Richards et al., 1995). In particular, due
to their geometry honeycomb and hole pattern seals can develop high dynamic stiffness coefficients, while this is not the case for
pocket damper seals, whose dynamic coefficients have the same order of magnitude of traditional labyrinth seals.
This work and the case studies here presented refer to honeycomb seals, but all the main considerations can be extended to other
types of damper seals. Honeycomb cells are typically obtained by spark erosion or by brazing on the inner surface of a seal ring, with
the use of carbon steel, stainless steel or aluminum alloy as base material. Figure 3 shows a honeycomb seal for a high pressure
centrifugal compressor; shunt holes are visible on the upstream side of the seal (Memmott, 1994).

a)
b)
Figure 3. a) Honeycomb seal, electro-discharge machined from an aluminum alloy single block. b) Detailed view of the seal surface.
Shunt holes are visible on the top side.
Honeycomb seals are commonly used on high pressure compressors because they have a much better overall effect on stability
with respect to labyrinth seals of equivalent geometry (length, diameter, clearance) and no impact on compressor efficiency, due to
their good sealing performance (see (Childs et al., 1989) for a comparison between honeycomb and labyrinth seal leakage flowrate).
The reason of the better stability effect is that, even if a honeycomb generally has higher cross-coupled stiffness than a labyrinth, its
synchronous direct stiffness K and damping C are much higher than for labyrinth seal (Vannini et al., 2011). Such stiffness and
damping properties are related to the circulation of the gas inside the cells of the stator surface. Within some approximation, each cell
can be viewed as a spring and a damper acting in parallel, since a displacement of the rotor causes a compression of the gas contained
in the cell (generating a resistive force, experienced as a radial stiffness by the rotor) associated to a recirculation (viscous dissipation,
with damping effect). Due to its ‘rough’ surface, a honeycomb seal is also much more effective in reducing  than a labyrinth seal: the
tangential motion of the gas is slowed by friction on the stator surface.
Unfortunately it is not possible to selectively maximize the damping of a honeycomb seal without increasing its direct stiffness, as
shown in the next section. Therefore honeycomb seals on high-pressure centrifugal compressors are generally characterized by a high
K that can reach the same order of magnitude of the stiffness of the journal bearings, with meaningful rotordynamic impacts that have
been studied and verified experimentally (Fulton and Baldassarre, 2007; Baldassarre et al., 2014). The present study addresses the
optimization of the system composed by rotor, journal bearing and honeycomb seal, through the analysis of two case studies. The
calculation tool used for the analyses presented in the next sections is Isotseal TM, a software tool based on a two-control-volume model
developed by Texas A&M University and described in (Kleynhans and Childs, 1997), whose results are validated by comparison with
experimental data (Childs and Wade, 2004; Vannini et al., 2011).
Honeycomb seal stiffness and damping as function of design parameters
The dynamic coefficients of a honeycomb seal are function of a large number of geometrical and thermodynamic parameters. In
general the process parameters are not directly manageable during the design phase (pressures, gas density and molecular weight, gas
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viscosity), while the seal geometry can be optimized to obtain the design targets in terms of rotordynamic stability, compressor
leakage and performance.
The effects of the differential pressure across seal and of the gas density in the annular clearance are similar, as they are strictly
dependent; their increase causes an increase of the seal stiffness and damping. The effect of gas viscosity on honeycomb stiffness and
damping is almost negligible at all rotor speeds, even if it is included in the seal modeling.
The effects of the main geometrical parameters of the seal on its dynamic coefficients are described in detail in the following plots
(Figures 4 to 8), obtained from a sensitivity analysis performed with IsotsealTM code on a reference high-pressure compressor
processing natural gas. The analyzed parameters include the width and tapering of the clearance, axial length of the seal, the
dimension of the cells and the inlet swirl ratio of the gas leakage. ±20% variations were applied for the purpose of the analysis.
Seal clearance tapering (Figure 4): starting from a baseline seal with cylindrical clearance (tapering = 0), the clearance was
increased alternatively on the HP side (convergent clearance, tapering >0) and on the LP side (divergent clearance, tapering <0). An
increase of tapering leads to an increase of K and a decrease of C, with a small effect on cross-coupled terms. In particular the negative
K associated to divergent honeycomb tapering causes a strong reduction of Kdyn, that may lead to catastrophic effects on compressor
stability (Camatti et al., 2003).

Figure 4. Honeycomb stiffness and damping sensitivity to seal tapering variations
Cell depth (Figure 5): The main effects are related to direct stiffness and damping: honeycomb cells can be seen as springs, whose
stiffness decreases when their length (i.e. the cell depth) is increased. Moreover, deeper cells corresponds to a higher macroscopic
roughness of the seal inner surface; this reduces k (by reducing the tangential velocity of the gas, see Figure 1) and therefore has a
stabilizing effect. The effect of cell depth on leakage flowrate is not straightforward and test results are quite controversial, with
instances showing a leakage decrease in case of shallower cells (Childs et al., 2013), other presenting a leakage decrease in case of
deeper cells (Holt and Childs, 2002), and even references showing non-monotonic trend of the leakage vs. cell depth (Li et al., 2010).
Honeycomb seal length (Figure 6): Variations of seal length have a roughly proportional effect on K and C, as for a fluid
dynamic journal bearings. Also the cross coupled stiffness k is impacted; the reason is that the gas takes more time to flow through a
longer seal, and therefore undergoes a larger acceleration (or deceleration, depending on the inlet swirl value) in the tangential
direction, due to friction with the rotor and stator surfaces.
Honeycomb seal average clearance (Figure 7): The main effect of a clearance reduction is an increase of direct stiffness K and
direct damping C (in analogy to the effect of a clearance reduction on a fluid dynamic journal bearing); k and c are almost unchanged,
at least in the higher frequency range.
Inlet swirl ratio (Preswirl) (Figure 8): this parameter can be modified by applying devices like swirl brakes and shunt holes. The
variation of the preswirl affects the cross-coupled coefficients, while the direct coefficients are almost unchanged. In particular a
higher preswirl is associated to higher k and lower c; this has a destabilizing effect, as discussed before. The limited variation of k and
c in these example plots is due to the fact that the ±20% factor corresponds in absolute terms to small changes of inlet swirl.
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Figure 5. Honeycomb stiffness and damping sensitivity to cell depth variations

Figure 6. Honeycomb stiffness and damping sensitivity to seal length variations

Figure 7. Honeycomb stiffness and damping sensitivity to seal average clearance variations
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Figure 8. Honeycomb stiffness and damping sensitivity to seal inlet swirl ratio variations
The above plots show the complex interdependence between the dynamic coefficients of a honeycomb seal and its geometric
parameters. Any dimensional variation has an impact on the seal stiffness, damping, leakage flowrate and therefore on the
rotordynamic and thermodynamic performance of the compressor. The design of a honeycomb seal shall be aimed to obtain the all the
features listed as comment to Figure 2 (C, c as high as possible; k,  as low as possible; K high but limited to reduce impact on
response to unbalance and mode shapes) with particular focus on synchronous coefficients, but the multiplicity of the targets and the
complex correlation between input and output variables require to accept some trade-offs, identifying an optimum compromise
solution. In particular the primary targets of strong stabilizing effect and low impact on efficiency can generally be achieved on a
high-pressure compressor only by a seal with very large direct stiffness K. This is exemplified by the case studies reported in the next
section, and bears important consequences on the rotordynamic design of the compressor.

ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDIES
The rotordynamic behavior of high-pressure centrifugal compressors equipped with honeycomb seal on balance drum was
analyzed through two case studies, whose features allowed to clearly evaluate the interplay between journal bearing and honeycomb
stiffness. The two compressors have very similar geometry and operating conditions (see Figure 9 and Table 1 for comparison), but
significantly different journal bearing stiffness and damping (Table 2) due to the selection of different clearance and preload values.

a)

b)

Figure 9. a) 3D view of Unit A centrifugal compressor. b) 3D view of Unit B centrifugal compressor.
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Casing Type
Number of Stages
Impeller Max External Diameter
Rotor Weight
Bearing Span
NC1
Rated Speed
Rated Suction Pressure
Rated Discharge Pressure
Rated Mass Flow
Gas Molecular Weight
Journal Bearings Size
Journal Bearing Clearance (normalized)
Journal Bearings Type
Honeycomb Seal Length vs Diameter ratio
Average Honeycomb Seal Clearance
(normalized)
Honeycomb Seal Cell Depth (normalized)
Honeycomb Seal Cell Width (normalized)

Unit A
Barrel
6
318
246

Unit B
Barrel
6
310
239

[-]

6712
10,857
250
550
59.8
21.7
90
1
Flooded, Tilting Pad
0.529

7252
11,080
213
550
45.7
26.3
90
0.86
Flooded, Tilting Pad
0.541

[-]

1

1.11

[-]
[-]

1
1

0.78
1

[-]
[-]
[mm]
[kg]
[mm]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[bar-A]
[bar-A]
[kg/sec]
[kg/mol]
[mm]
[-]

Table 1. Main features of the two compressors used as case studies.

Unit A
Unit B

KJB
kJB
[normalized]
3.1 E-01
1.1 E-03
6.8 E-01
1.0 E-03

CJB
cJB
[normalized]
2.1 E-04
3.5 E-07
4.4 E-04
3.1 E-07

Table 2. Journal bearing coefficients calculated at MCS, for the two case studies (values averaged between DE and NDE sides).
The values of Tables 2-3-4 are normalized to 1.
No load test data
In no-load condition (mechanical running test under vacuum), where the honeycomb seal has negligible effects, the rotordynamic
behavior of the two compressors was quite similar (Figure 10). The 1st critical speed peak frequency is slightly lower for Unit A than
for Unit B (about 6500 rpm vs. 7500 rpm), due to the lower stiffness of the bearings and to the longer bearing span (see Table 1). The
amplification factor (AF) of the first critical speed, calculated from the Bode plots, is about 3.5 for Unit A and about 4.7 for Unit B.

a)
b)
Figure 10. a) Bode diagram of a radial probe on DE side of Unit A, during a ramp-up in MRT. b) Bode diagram for Unit B (same
probe and same scale). The vibration levels are very similar; the 1st critical speed is higher for Unit B, due to the stiffer bearings.
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Full load test data
The two compressors were tested in Full Speed, Full Load, Full Pressure condition (FSFLFP) on the same test bench, using the
same driver (shop electric motor). In full load condition, where the radial stiffness and damping of the honeycomb seal are fully
developed, the two compressors showed largely different vibration: similar to no load conditions for Unit A, much higher than in no
load condition for Unit B (see comparison between Figure 10 and 13).
Figures 11 and 12 show the trends of rotating speed and suction pressure respectively, recorded during the tests. Unit A was carried
to MCS in less than 30 minutes, regulating the inlet gas flowrate to approach the left limit of the curve, and then gradually pressurized,
thus increasing the absorbed power up to a maximum value at the end of the recording. Unit B was also carried quickly to MCS speed
and positioned close to the left limit of the curve, but the inlet pressure remained roughly constant during the test, therefore the
absorbed power varies only with speed.
Both Unit A and B reached full load conditions: in the final part of trend for Unit A and in the first half of the trend for Unit B.

a)
Figure 11. a) Compressor speed vs time trend diagram during FSFLFP test of Unit A. b) Same diagram for Unit B.

b)

a)
Figure 12. a) Compressor suction pressure vs time trend diagram during FSFLFP test of Unit A. b) Same diagram for Unit B.

b)

Figure 13 shows the comparison between the vibration trends (amplitude and phase) of the two units during the test intervals
referred in Figures 11-12. For the sake of clarity the vibrations of a single radial probe out of 4 are plotted, anyway all the probes of a
single unit show a qualitatively similar behavior.
Although the amplitude of radial vibrations was within the contractual limits for both compressors, the synchronous vibration of
Unit A showed a marked dependence on process conditions (operating speed, inlet gas flowrate, suction pressure), compared to a
relatively insensitive behavior of Unit B. In particular for a similar increase of compressor suction pressure from 200 to 250 bar-A,
Unit A experienced (from 11h50’ to 12h20’) an increase of vibration amplitude three times higher than Unit B (from 1h55’ to 3h40’),
and a phase shift almost two times larger.
The high sensitivity of Unit A to honeycomb effect with respect to Unit B is even more evident when comparing the vibrations in
no load condition (Figure 10) to those in load conditions (Figure 13). Such a comparison shows that, at MCS, the synchronous
vibration amplitude of Unit A is six times higher at full load than at no load, while for Unit B the amplitude is just two times higher.
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a)
b)
Figure 13. a) Vibration vs time trend diagram of a single radial probe out of 4 during FSFLFP test of Unit A. b) Same diagram for
Unit B, with same y axis scale. The initial variations up to 13h45’ in Figure b) are due to startup transients.
The Bode plots recorded during the startups of the full load tests (Figure 14) compared to those measured in no-load test (Figure
10) confirm the dependency of vibrations on load condition due to the effect of the honeycomb seal. The peak frequency of the first
critical speed observed during no-load tests is shifted to higher frequencies in load conditions, mainly due to the stiffness developed
by the honeycomb seal. For Unit A the frequency increases by 3%, versus a 14% increase on Unit B. The reason of this difference is
that the startup of Unit A occurred at relatively low pressure (Figure 12a), so with small difference with the no load case, while the
startup of Unit B occurred at high pressure (Figure 12b) inducing a significant honeycomb effect.
The damping effect of the honeycomb on the first critical speed is also clearly visible, as a reduction of the amplification factor:
during the FSFLFP test the first critical speed peak of both compressor was overdamped according to API617 definition (AF <2.5), to
be compared with the values of 3.5 and 4.7 mentioned above for the no-load test.

a)
Figure 14. a) Bode diagrams of a radial probe on NDE side of Unit A, during FSFLFP test. b) Same diagram for Unit B.

b)

The dynamic coefficients of the two honeycomb seals were calculated with IsotsealTM software in FSFLFP test conditions. The
output values, relative to MCS (synchronous coefficients) are summarized in Table 3. The stiffness coefficients K, k are quite similar
for the two units, while the direct damping C of Unit B seal is significantly higher (+50%) than for Unit A. The cross-coupled damping
c is always very low compared to the other coefficients and is therefore negligible for practical purposes; it is reported in Tables 2-3-4
only for completeness. The differences in dynamic performances are mainly due to the different geometric parameters of the seals and
to the different test gas composition (see Table 1).
A comparison between the journal bearings dynamic coefficients (Table 2) and the honeycomb seals dynamic coefficients (Table
3) shows that both direct and cross-coupled stiffness of the seals are higher than those of the journal bearings, while in terms of direct
damping the journal bearings are more performing than the honeycomb seals. Labyrinth seals with the same dimensions and operating
conditions would have a stiffness KLS lower by one order of magnitude (see Table 4 vs. Table 3); as a consequence they would provide
an insufficient stabilizing effect, delivering also lower damping.
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K

UNIT A
UNIT B

k
[normalized]
9.4 E-01
8.3 E-02
1.0 E+00
9.6 E-02

C

c
[normalized]
1.5 E-04
9.1 E-05
2.3 E-04
1.0 E-04

Table 3. Calculated synchronous honeycomb seal coefficients for the two case studies, at MCS in full load condition.

UNIT A
UNIT B

KLS
kLS
[normalized]
6.7 E-02
5.6 E-03
1.3 E-01
3.1 E-02

CLS
cLS
[normalized]
5.3 E-05
3.5 E-05
1.3 E-04
6.8 E-05

Table 4. Labyrinth seal dynamic coefficients for the two case studies, calculated in the same conditions of values at Table 3.

JOURNAL BEARING OPTIMIZATION TO MITIGATE THE VIBRATION RISK DUE TO HONEYCOMB SEAL
The analysis of the two case studies clearly shows the variation of radial vibrations between no load and load conditions, mainly
determined by the aerodynamic effects associated to the honeycomb seal. It also highlights the influence of the journal bearing
stiffness that represents the main difference between the two otherwise similar compressors: the variation of rotor vibrations is higher
for Unit A, equipped with softer journal bearings. This is intuitive when considering that the honeycomb seal in load conditions acts as
a sort of third journal bearing, and therefore its effect on rotor vibrations is expected to increase with the ratio between its dynamic
coefficients and those of the bearings.
First level assessment (reference check)
A larger set of 20+ references (high-pressure centrifugal compressors equipped with honeycomb seal, tested at full load) was
analyzed in addition to the two case studies discussed above, with the purpose of identifying some general assessment criteria for the
sensitivity of rotor vibrations to the interaction between honeycomb seal and journal bearings.
The ratio between journal bearings and honeycomb seal direct synchronous stiffness was calculated for each reference and plotted
on a diagram (Figure 15). Each value was calculated at MCS and at the left limit of the operating curve. The positions of Unit A and
Unit B are also indicated; they are relevant to the FSFLFP data points shown by markers in Figure 13. The bearing direct stiffness KJB
of Unit A is about half of Unit B (Table 2), while the honeycomb seal direct stiffness K is similar between the two units (Table 3).
In the diagram of Figure 15 a fixed ratio KJB/K is represented by a line passing through the origin. A threshold value for the KJB/K
ratio can be defined to enclose all the references that showed low or no vibration sensitivity to honeycomb seal operating conditions;
conservatively this threshold is here shown as the dashed red line in figure, in absence of further low-sensitivity references closer to
Unit A. A simple design rule for high pressure compressors can be defined by imposing that the corresponding point on the diagram
shall fall above the red line. If this check is not verified, the design parameters of the journal bearings (generally their clearance and
preload) and the geometry of the honeycomb seal shall be properly tuned, compatibly with the constraints imposed by the other
rotordynamic requirements listed in (API617).
Second level assessment (detailed rotordynamic calculation)
The check of the journal bearing vs. honeycomb seal stiffness represents a first step for the risk assessment of vibration increase in
load conditions. If a more accurate evaluation is required, the second step is to directly calculate the influence of the honeycomb seal
on compressor vibrations, by comparing the rotor response to unbalance with and without the honeycomb dynamic coefficients; a
procedure to perform this calculation is described in (Baldassarre et al., 2014). The amplitude and phase of the synchronous rotor
vibration shall be calculated at the radial probe locations as shown in Figure 16, for a given unbalance mass set (e.g. the one
prescribed by API617 for the response to unbalance calculation).
Figure 17 shows the results of such calculations for Unit A and B respectively. The plots show that for Unit A the phase lag 
between DE and NDE synchronous vibration is strongly altered by the presence of the honeycomb: the lag is NL = 2.2 degrees in no
load condition and becomes L = -152.6 degrees in load condition.
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Figure 15. Honeycomb seal normalized direct stiffness vs journal bearing normalized direct stiffness for reference high pressure
compressors. Both coefficients are calculated at MCS & surge limit, for synchronous vibration.
The relative phase shift , defined as:
∆𝜑 = 𝜑𝑁𝐿 − 𝜑𝐿

(3)

is equal to 154.8 degrees. On Unit B the variation of the DE-NDE phase lag between no load and load condition is much smaller:

= 18 degrees, due to the the variation from NL = 1.2 degrees to L = -16.8 degrees.
The larger is the phase shift , the higher is the sensitivity of rotor vibrations to the effect of the honeycomb. The reason is that
the residual unbalance of the rotor, that is continuously distributed (in modulus and phase) along its whole length, is corrected during
the balancing phase by adding discrete masses at few locations along the rotation axis. The rotor balancing procedure, that is carried
out in no-load conditions, allows to find a set of balancing masses whose weight and angular position can compensate the rotor
unbalance and therefore minimize the radial vibrations. The phase variation caused by the honeycomb in load conditions is not
uniform along the rotor (0), therefore it modifies the relative phase angles between the (discrete) correcting masses and the
(continuous) residual unbalance distribution. This relative phase shift can modify the resultant unbalance vector, reducing the
effectiveness of the rotor balancing and leading to increased rotor vibrations.

a)
Figure 16. 3D representation of the synchronous radial vibration vectors, on DE and NDE sides

b)
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Unit A

Unit B

a)
b)
Figure 17. Synchronous radial vibrations of Unit A and Unit B in load (continuous arrows) and no load condition (dashed arrows).
The vectors represent the vibration (normalized) amplitude and phase, evaluated at MCS. The load conditions considered for the
calculations are those marked by the squares in Figure 13.
This kind of rotordynamic analysis can be performed during the design phase, to evaluate in a quantitative way the sensitivity of
the rotor vibrations to the presence of the honeycomb. A maximum limit can be imposed on the phase variation  between rotor ends
caused by the aerodynamic load, and can be achieved by properly tuning the design of the rotor, the journal bearings and the
honeycomb seal.

CONCLUSIONS
The rotordynamic behavior of centrifugal compressors equipped with honeycomb seal on the balance drum is altered by the
additional stiffness and damping associated to the seal in load conditions; on high-pressure compressors the direct stiffness of the
honeycomb seal may be close or even higher than the direct stiffness of the journal bearings. The aerodynamic effect of this seal can
induce significant changes in the peak frequency and amplitude of critical speeds and in the associated mode shapes. As a
consequence the amplitude and phase of the vibrations measured by the radial probes may undergo significant variations, depending
on the aerodynamic load of the compressor. Such vibration changes were analyzed and quantified for two case studies, and were put in
relation with the ratio between the bearing stiffness and the honeycomb stiffness (direct synchronous coefficients, calculated at MCS
and surge limit). A threshold limit on this stiffness ratio, based on references, was proposed as a first screening criterion to assess the
sensitivity of compressor vibrations to load conditions. A more detailed analysis requires rotordynamic calculations to estimate the
honeycomb seal effect on the synchronous rotor vibration, and specifically on the trend of the vibration phase along the axial
direction. Large phase variations between no-load and load conditions may alter the relative angular position of the residual rotor
unbalance and the balancing weights, thus causing a variation of the resultant vector and a potential increase of vibration levels.
The sensitivity of rotor radial vibrations to the aerodynamic effect of the honeycomb seal can be limited during the design phase,
by optimizing the geometric and operating parameters of the seal and the journal bearings to keep under control the relative stiffness
of the honeycomb, as far as allowed by other constraints associated to requirements on compressor layout, performance and
rotordynamic behavior.

NOMENCLATURE
Acronyms
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AF
DE
FSFLFP
HC
JB
MCS
MRT
NC1
MW
NDE

Amplification Factor
Drive End
Full Speed, Full Load, Full Pressure
Honeycomb
Journal Bearing
Maximum Continuous Speed
Mechanical Running Test
First critical speed at infinite bearing stiffness
Molecular Weight
Non Drive End

Symbols
C
c
F
h
K
k
r



Ω


[Ns/m]
[Ns/m]
[N]
[mm]
[N/m]
[N/m]
[mm]
[deg]
[--]
[deg]
[rpm]
[rpm]

Direct damping
Cross-coupled damping
Reaction force due to the interaction between shaft and gas volume
Radial clearance between shaft and journal bearing
Direct stiffness
Cross-coupled stiffness
Radial displacement of the rotor with respect to the seal/bearing axis
Phase lag between radial vibrations at journal bearings in no load and load condition
Ratio between the angular speeds of the gas annulus and the shaft precession orbit
Phase lag between synchronous radial vibration at DE side and NDE side
Shaft precession angular speed
Shaft rotation angular speed

Subscripts
G
L
LS
NL

Gas
Load
Labyrinth Seal
No Load
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